Sanner’s Lake Rimfire Silhouette Match Report - September 2020
Beautifully clear September weather brought out three new shooters and one regular to take up the challenge
of toppling tiny targets at the September Silhouette Match at Sanner’s Lake. The rifle range was in especially
nice condition after all the hard work of the volunteer members at the club cleanup day prior to the match. The
groomed sand pits and freshly cut grass made shooting the match a pleasure, and the new target stands at 100
meters along with the recently purchased rifle range golf cart made setup and teardown a breeze! Thanks to all
the hard-working club members who made it happen. Although the weather was comfortably sunny, the
somewhat breezy conditions made the challenge of hitting tiny targets that much harder but everybody stepped
up to the firing line and put down decent scores across the board. The race for the top spot was neck and neck
but Pat Farrar squeaked ahead of Jeff Potts by one point to take first place with 28 eggs toppled. The battle
below was even tighter, with Patrick O’Mara and Asher Maroot all tied up when the smoke cleared with 21 total
targets each. The first tie breaker (high score at 100 meters) was also a tie so we had to go the second
tie-breaker (high score at 77 meters) where Patrick O’Mara squeaked ahead of Asher Maroot to nab third place.
Congrats to all the shooters for putting down excellent scores across the board! See all the scores, details, and
pictures from the match below.
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Note: ties broken by distance: high score at 100m, followed by 77m, 60m, and finally 40m

The last silhouette match of the year will be on October 18th, and the format of the match is still being
discussed. We could go back to the larger targets, all shot from the standing position, or, for those of you with
an old flintlock or percussion cap rifle hanging on the wall, there’s also been discussion of breaking out the large
steel targets and making it a black powder round ball match. Comments and feedback appreciated!

Check out that fresh paint and beautifully groomed grass:

Thanks to our Rifle Range Manager for the spiffy new target supports at 100 meters!

